<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08-10 | **10-12** Britain / Thurlow: Introduction to Language and Linguistics (Core Curriculum)  
Stähler: Imagining America (FS BA Lecture Literature and MA Lecture Literature)  
Kong / Pellanda / Wohlgemuth: Language and Waste (FS BA Seminar Language and Linguistics)  
Lorente: Modern English Grammar (Language Module)  
Kong / Pellanda / Wohlgemuth: Multimodal Methods (FS BA Seminar Language and Linguistics)  
Nyffenegger: Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde: Romancing War (FS BA Seminar Literature)  
Britain: Language and Society (MA Foundation Lecture Language and Linguistics)  
Claviez: After the Linguistic Turn: Literary Theory in the 20th Century (MA Foundation Lecture Literature) | Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Kern-Stähler/Lehmann: BA Colloquium Medieval and Modern English Literature I  
Rippi/Behluli: BA Colloquium North American Literature I  
Claviez/Stähler: BA Colloquium North American Literature II  
Gonçalves: Researching Communities of Practice (MA Workshop)  
Kern-Stähler/Lehmann: MA Colloquium Medieval and Modern English Literature II  
Rippi/Behluli: MA Colloquium North American Literature II  
Claviez/Stähler: MA Colloquium North American Literature III  
Nyffenegger: Macbeth: Text, Stage, Screen (FM BA Seminar Literature and Other Media and FS BA Seminar Literature) | **20-23** |
| 12-14 | Welker: Gender, sexuality, and sociolinguistic variation (FS BA Seminar Language and Linguistics)  
Lehmann: The Philosophy and Politics of British Romantic Poetry (MA Seminar Literature)  
Britain: PhD and Research Colloquium Language Variation and Change  
13-16 Claviez: PhD and Research Colloquium Literary Theory  
Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Thurlow: Language and Symbolic Power: Reading Boudicca (FS BA Lecture and MA Lecture Language and Linguistics)  
Lehmann: Decadence and the Fin de Siècle in British Literature (BA Workshop)  
Kern-Stähler: Anti-Semitism and Anti-American Literature (MA Seminar Literature and Other Media and FS BA Seminar Literature) | Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Paviour-Smith: Language in outer space (FS BA Seminar Language and Linguistics)  
Tod: Language Attitudes (MA Seminar Language and Linguistics) | Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Sutter: The North American Short Story (FS BA Seminar Literature)  
Tikhonova: The History of English Theater from the beginning to the present: Drama and stage between mysticism and realism (MA Seminar Literature) | **20-23** |
| 14-16 | Stähler: Anti-Semitism and Anti-American Literature (FM BA Seminar Literature and Other Media and FS BA Seminar Literature)  
Stähler: Feminist and Queer Studies (MA Seminar Literature)  
Tod: Statistics for Sociolinguistics (BA Workshop)  
Britain/Gonçalves/Thurlow: BA Colloquium Language and Linguistics  
Britain/Gonçalves/Levon/Thurlow: MA Colloquium Language and Linguistics  
Thurlow: PhD and Research Colloquium: Language and Communication  
13-16 Claviez: PhD and Research Colloquium Literary Theory  
Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Breckbank: Earlier Englishes (Core Curriculum)  
Piercy: Pain in Medieval Literature and Culture: Media, Ethics, Feeling (FS BA Seminar Literature and Other Media and FS BA Seminar Literature)  
Britain/Welker: Spanish in contact with English (BA and MA Lecture Language and Linguistics)  
Nyffenegger: Reading the Bible (BA Workshop)  
Rippi/Behluli/Marchi: Literature and Other Media in the Age of Cultural Sustainability (FM BA Lecture Literature and Other Media and MA Lecture Literature)  
Fleming: The English Canon and the Child Reader (FS BA Seminar Literature) | Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Rippi/Behluli/Marchi: Literature and Other Media in the Age of Cultural Sustainability (FM BA Lecture Literature and Other Media and MA Lecture Literature)  
Fleming: The English Canon and the Child Reader (FS BA Seminar Literature) | Nyffenegger: Introduction to Literature (Core Curriculum)  
Kern-Stähler: The sensorial lives of humans, animals, and objects: Medieval literature, material culture, and the senses (MA Seminar Literature) | **19-23** |
| 16-18 | Tod: Statistics for Sociolinguistics (BA Workshop)  
Lorente: Writing Skills I (Language Module)  
Rippi: PhD and Research Colloquium Key Issues in American Studies | **19-23** |
| 18-20 | | | | **19-23** |
Focus Module
- Literature and Other Media

BA Core Curriculum:
- Introduction to Language and Linguistics (Lecture)
- Introduction to Literature (Lecture)

MA Foundation
- Literary Theory
- Language and Society

Block Workshops, Seminars, Study Trips and other irregular courses (see Course Booklet for more information):

1. Tod: Statistics for SozioLinguistics (BA Workshop)
   Block course on Monday 14-18 on 11, 18 and 25 November and 02 and 09 December

2. Britain/Thurlow/Gonçalves: BA and MA Colloquium Language and Linguistics
   BA: 16, 23 and 30 September, 21 October, 04 November. Conference 09H00 on 06 December
   MA: 16, 23 and 30 September, 14, 21 and 28 October. Conference 09H00 on 15 November

3. Kern-Stähler/Lehmann: BA and MA Colloquium Medieval and Modern English Literature
   BA: 19 September 09H15-10H30, 17 October 09H15-12H00, 14 November 09H15-12H00, 05 December 09H15-13H00
   MA: 19 September 10H30-11H30, 10 and 24 October 09H15-12H00, 14 November 09H15-13H00

4. Kern-Stähler: BMZ: Reisen im Mittelalter (BA and MA Lecture with Seminars)
   Four seminars dates to be announced
   Thursday 16.15-17.45. In addition: three post-lecture seminars starting at 17.45 and a preliminary meeting

Additional information for regular courses (see course booklet for more information)

5. Rippl/Behluli: BA and MA Colloquium North American Literature I
   BA colloquium: 26 September, 10 and 24 October, 07 and 21 November and 05 December
   MA colloquium: 19 September, 03, 17 and 31 October, 14 and 28 November

6. Claviez/Stähler: BA and MA Colloquium North American Literature II
   BA colloquium: 26 September, 10 and 24 October, 07 and 21 November and 05 December
   MA colloquium: 19 September, 03, 17 and 31 October, 14 and 28 November